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1902-1905 that if the price of food were raised "wages would certainly be,
Age 49-53 ra|se(j fa greater proportion/'1   Again the home farmer was prsK
raised that the 2s. a quarter duty on imported wheat would benefit,
him.  But would it ?   As he said a year later :	;
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" As, according to Mr. Chamberlain, the price of corn would not be
raised, the farmer would, first, not get any more for a quarter of wheat
than he got before;   secondly, he would have to pay more for hir
machinery ; and, thirdly, as colonial wheat and other farm products w^
to come in free, and as in course of time Mr. Chamberlain hoped colo^ftl
would take the place of foreign produce, the farmer would not be asy*
happier for being undersold by the Canadian than by the American:•'•*
In any case the rise of price from a duty of 2s. a quarter would*nei$ fe^
from the point of view of the farmer so great as to put him i
appreciably better position as regards his foreign rival; and the
would be that the nation, having conceded the principle that the
was entitled to this modest form of Protection, would have to ra:
duty next to 5s. and then to 10s., until we had a good, swingeing, aid-
fashioned protective duty with a corresponding increase in all t]6fe*
necessaries of life.   Mr. Chamberlain had sneered at them for ' prescribing
a pill as a remedy against an earthquake,' but in the whole history of^
political pharmacy, orthodox and otherwise, it was doubtful whether;
a more minute globule than this 2s. duty had ever been offered as a cih%*
for an advanced and well-nigh desperate disease."   (Speech at Ladybank,
8th October, 1904.)
And if the " globule " became a substantial draught sufficient to
purge the country of foreign produce, what became of the revenue
from the duty which (along with the yield of the duty from ma'nti-*
factures) had been sanguinely earmarked to the relief of the sugar«
and tea duties and the provision of old age pensions 3
Similar questions were posed by Asquith with regard
10 per cent duty on manufactures. A revenue of possibly
but not less than nine, millions had been promised from this source^
Chamberlain could never be got to say plainly whether the dutejr
was to be levied on goods partly manufactured which are seiit;bo
this country to be worked up into finished or more finished articlea,
But in principle and in logic the exemption given to raw materifjs
„ must be shared by these things. For as Asquith repeatedly ask#|*
H *c How is a raw material to be defined ? I know of one definition ai^
me only, for this purpose. It is a commodity which com$s here; jj
©r^er that British capital and British labour may be
ft." % Of the £149,000,000 of so-called imported ma
2, the Board of Trade itself only treated £100,000,00$.
ia the strict sense:   the rest were semi-manufactured;
'''	___	T^Sf11  * * "t*
1 Letter to a Working Man, June 1905$,

